Abstract. We study the problem of existence of weak right or left or strong coprime factorizations in H-infinity over the right half-plane of an analytic function defined and uniformly bounded on some right half-plane. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such coprime factorizations in terms of an optimal control problem over the doubly infinite continuous time axis. In particular, we show that an equivalent condition for the existence of a strong coprime factorization is that both the control and the filter algebraic Riccati equation (of an arbitrary well-posed realization) have a solution (in general unbounded and not even densely defined) and that a coupling condition involving these two solutions is satisfied.
1. Introduction. This is the second article in a series of articles where we consider the relationships between linear quadratic optimal control in continuous time, the factorization approach to control theory, and algebraic Riccati equations. The corresponding discrete-time results were obtained in [6, 7, 8] . We refer the reader to the introduction of [9] , the first article in the series, for the motivation for and an overview of this project and how it fits within the wider literature.
In [9] we considered a very general class of infinite-dimensional control systems. In this article, we specialize to the case of well-posed linear systems [10, 12, 11] , a class of infinite-dimensional control systems which has been very well studied over the last few decades.
In the case of a well-posed transfer function (i.e., a function which is analytic and uniformly bounded on some open right half-plane), it is natural to require that the inverse of the``denominator"" in a left or right factorization is also well-posed [11, section 8.3 ], a condition which was (naturally) not imposed in [9] , where we considered transfer functions which need not be well-posed. To obtain equivalences in the well-posed case akin to those obtained in [9] between existence of factorizations and solvability conditions for the linear quadratic optimal control problem and for algebraic Riccati equations, some additional``uniformity"" assumptions must be made in the latter two contexts as well.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In section 2 we review that part of the theory of well-posed linear systems which is needed in this article. Section 3 shows that the notion of (past and future) trajectories as used in [9] is consistent with the standard notion of trajectories for well-posed linear systems. In section 4 we expand on the theory of Riccati equations developed in [9] . Section 5 briefly considers well-posed right factorizations and the relation with Riccati equations. In section 6 we turn to the linear quadratic optimal control problem on [0, \infty ) and link this to right factorizations and Riccati equations. For a function which has a well-posed right factorization, in section 7 we construct a realization with very nice properties. The various strands are pulled together in section 8, where we give several necessary and sufficient conditions for a function to have a well-posed right factorization. In section 9 we consider (mainly through utilizing duality) the linear quadratic optimal control problem on ( - \infty , 0] and left factorizations. Finally, in section 10, we consider doubly coprime factorizations and relate this to the linear quadratic optimal control problem on ( - \infty , \infty ).
2. Well-posed linear systems. In this section we very briefly review the concept of a well-posed linear system. We do this from the``operator node"" point of view so as to most easily connect to [9] . We refer to [11] for more background on wellposed linear systems and in particular for alternative (but equivalent) viewpoints to this theory.
The following is [9, Definition 2.1]. 
\bigr]
, where A\&B = P \scrX S : dom (S) \rightar \scrX and C\&D = P \scrY S : dom (S) \rightar \scrY . We denote dom (A) = \bigl\{ x \in \scrX \bigm| \bigm| [ We call S a system node if, in addition, A is the generator of a C 0 semigroup. The growth bound of a system node is defined as the growth bound of the semigroup. We recall some basic properties of operator nodes from [11] which were also already considered in [9, section 2] . Let \Sigma := \bigl( \bigl[
; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node. We define \scrX 1 := dom (A) with the graph norm of A and \scrX 1 \ast := dom (A \ast ) with the graph norm of A \ast and let \scrX - 1 be the dual of \scrX 1 \ast when we identify the dual of \scrX with itself. Then \scrX 1 \subset \scrX \subset \scrX - 1 with continuous and dense embeddings, and the operator A has a unique extension to an operator A| \scrX = (A \ast ) \ast \in \scrB (\scrX ; \scrX - 1 ) (with the same spectrum as A), where we interpret A \ast as an operator in \scrB (\scrX (ii) .
If I = \BbbR + , then we add the adjective``future"" (i.e., classical future trajectory and generalized future trajectory), and if I = \BbbR -, then we add the adjective``past"" (i.e., classical past trajectory and generalized past trajectory). 
; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be a system node. Then for all x 0 \in \scrX and u \in W Proof. This is [11, Lemma 4.7.8] . Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.4 by using density combined with wellposedness.
3. Future and past stable trajectories and behaviors. In [9] we used different notions of past and future trajectories than those defined in Definition 2.3. In this section we show that these notions are, however, consistent (see Lemma 3.5 for the case of future trajectories and Lemma 3.9 for the case of past trajectories). The following two definitions correspond to [9, Definition 3.2] and define the notions of future trajectories and the future behavior as it was used in [9] . 
This is equivalent to (see, e.g., [2] )
Since \beta > \alpha + was arbitrary, we obtain the above equality for all \lambda \in \BbbC \Bigr] of \Sigma with x(0) = x 0 . For each n \in \BbbZ
By [2] 
\biggr] as n \rightar \infty for every \lambda \in \BbbC + \alpha + . In addition x n (0) \rightar x(0) = x 0 in \scrX as n \rightar \infty . This implies that (3.3) holds with x(0) = x 0 for every \lambda \in \BbbC + \alpha + and therefore, by analytic continuation, for all \lambda \in \rho +\infty (A). In particular, (3.3) holds with \Bigr] \in \frakW + \subset \frakW + (\Omega ). Consequently, it follows from (3.2) that \ŷ 1 (\lambda ) = \ŷ(\lambda ) for all \lambda \in \Omega . It follows from the uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms that y 1 = y. Thus, \Bigl[ x0 u y \Bigr] \in \frakW + . This proves that \frakW + (\Omega ) \subset \frakW + , and consequently \frakW + (\Omega ) = \frakW + .
That also \frakW 0 + (\Omega ) = \frakW 0 + follows from Definitions 3.2 and 3.4 and the fact that \frakW + (\Omega ) = \frakW + .
The following two definitions correspond to [9, Definition 3.8] and define the notions of past trajectories and the past behavior used in [9] . 
We call x 0 the final state, u the input component, and y the output component of a triple
(ii) By the set of generalized stable past \Omega -trajectories of \Sigma we mean the closure
\biggr] of \frakV -(\Omega ). We denote this set by \frakW -(\Omega ).
(iii) By the classical exponential past \Omega -behavior of \Sigma we mean the classical exponential past \Omega -behavior of its transfer function \widehat \frakD . (iv) By the stable past \Omega -behavior of \Sigma we mean the stable past \Omega -behavior of its transfer function \widehat \frakD .
In the well-posed case it is natural to consider generalized trajectories in the sense of Definition 2.3 which``vanish at - \infty "" instead of past \Omega -trajectories. 4. Riccati equations. In [9] we used the concept of a normalized solution of a Riccati equation. It is often, however, more convenient to replace the normalization condition by a (more general) invertibility assumption. In this section we first recall the concept of a normalized solution from [9] (iii) For all \lambda \in \Omega the following conditions hold:
is bounded and boundedly invertible. An \Omega -solution q min is called the minimal \Omega -solution if q min \lefor all \Omega -solutions q (the inequality q min \lemeaning that 
so that (4.2) follows from (4.5). We also obtain (4.3) since
where we have used (4.6).
(ii) Now assume that q is an \lambda -normalized solution where \lambda \in \rho (A) 
where in the last equality we have used (4.3). It follows that for the \lambda specified in the statement of the lemma, we have part (iii) of Definition 4.2. However, by [9, Theorem 5.9] we have that q is a \beta -normalized solution for all \beta \in \Omega 0 . Therefore, (iii) of Definition 4.2 in fact holds for all \lambda \in \Omega 0 , and consequently also for all \lambda \in \Omega . The following technical lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that T 1 , T 2 : \scrH \rightar \scrU are surjective operators with common domain \scrZ which satisfy \| T 1 x\| = \| T 2 x\| for all x \in \scrZ . Then there exists a unitary operator W \in \scrB (\scrU ) such that T 2 = W T 1 .
Proof. Let x 1 , x 2 \in \scrZ be such that T 1 x 1 = T 1 x 2 . Then T 1 (x 1 -x 2 ) = 0 and therefore, by the assumed equality of norms,
Let y \in \scrU . By surjectivity there exists a x \in \scrZ such that y = T 1 x. Define W y = T 2 x. By the above paragraph, this is well-defined (i.e., does not depend on the choice of x). Since \| W y\| = \| T 2 x\| = \| T 1 x\| = \| y\| , this operator W is an isometry. We clearly have T 2 = W T 1 . Since T 2 is surjective, this implies that also W is surjective, and since W is also an isometry, we obtain that W is unitary. The following lemma shows how the minimal solution of the control Riccati equation gives rise to a normalized weakly coprime right H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization (which need not be well-posed in general). . Let K\&F be an operator satisfying the conditions in Definition 4.2 and define \sansF by (4.6). Define
Then \sansM and \sansN can be extended to H \infty -functions over \BbbC + , and \widehat \frakD = \sansN \sansM - 1 is a normalized weakly coprime right H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization of \widehat \frakD valid in \Omega .
Proof. This follows from [9, Theorem 5.10 part (ii)]; the details are as follows. By Remark 4.4 we may, without loss of generality, assume that \Omega is connected (we may, e.g., replace \Omega by the component of \rho (A) \cap \BbbC + which contains \Omega ). Fix \alpha \in \Omega . By Lemma 4. 
.
From Lemma 4.3 and the uniqueness up to a unitary operator of K\&F from Lemma 4.6 we obtain that W 1/2 \alpha F \alpha (\lambda ) = - W \sansF (\lambda ) for some unitary W . From [9, Theorem 5.10 part (ii)] we have that
have the properties desired of \sansM and \sansN . By the above relation between F \alpha and \sansF we have \sansM (\lambda ) = \sansM \alpha (\lambda )W . It then follows that \sansN (\lambda ) = \sansN \alpha (\lambda )W . From this we see that \sansM and \sansN also have the desired properties.
6. The future optimal control problem. As in [9] (but now for the wellposed case), we obtain in this section equivalence of (i) a``cost condition"" for the future optimal control problem being satisfied, (ii) solvability of the control Riccati equation, and (iii) existence of a weakly coprime right factorization. In comparison to [9] , each of these three equivalent statements has an additional``uniformity"" condition. The above equivalence is precisely formulated in Theorem 6.10. The first part of this section (up to and including Lemma 6.6) briefly recalls relevant notions from [9] . Definition 6.7 introduces the relevant``uniform"" version of the cost condition. ; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node with main operator A and control operator B, and let \Omega be an open subset of \rho (A) \cap \BbbC + . (i) \Sigma satisfies the input finite future \Omega -cost condition if (\lambda -A| \scrX ) - 1 Bu 0 has a finite future \Omega -cost for every \lambda \in \Omega and every u 0 \in \scrU .
(ii) \Sigma satisfies the state finite future \Omega -cost condition if every initial state in \scrX has a finite future \Omega -cost.
Remark 6.5. In this remark we assume that the subset \Omega in Definition 6.4 is contained in some (connected) component of \rho (A) \cap \BbbC + . Then it follows from [9, Theorem 5.9] that (\lambda -A| \scrX ) - 1 Bu 0 has a finite future \Omega -cost for every \lambda \in \Omega and every u 0 \in \scrU if and only if (\lambda -A| \scrX ) - 1 Bu 0 has a finite future \Omega -cost for some \lambda \in \Omega and every u 0 \in \scrU . Thus, in this case it is possible to replace``every \lambda \in \Omega "" by``some \lambda \in \Omega "" in condition (i) above.
Under the same additional assumption on \Omega , if \Sigma satisfies the input finite future \Omega -cost condition, then \| \cdot \| The following result was never explicitly stated in [9] but follows easily from the results presented there. We recall that a sesquilinear form q on \scrX is called bounded if its domain equals \scrX and there exists a
; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node with main operator A, and let \Omega be an open subset of a connected subset of \rho (A) \cap \BbbC + . The following are equivalent:
(i) \Sigma satisfies the state finite future \Omega -cost condition.
(ii) The quadratic form \| \cdot \| (i) =\Rightar (ii) follows since \| \cdot \| 2 fut,\Omega is closed by [9, Lemma 3.6] , and since by the state finite future \Omega -cost condition it is everywhere defined, it must then be bounded.
(ii) =\Rightar (i) is trivial.
(ii) =\Rightar (iii). We have already shown that if (ii) holds, then so does (i). We have also already seen that then \| \cdot \| 
Therefore, (6.3) says that the optimal future cost of the initial state (\lambda -A) - 1 Bu 0 is bounded by a constant times the past cost it takes to reach that state with input e \lambda u 0 .
Clearly (6.2) implies (6.3). If \Sigma is well-posed and the growth bound of \Sigma is at most \alpha , then \widehat \frakD is uniformly bounded on \BbbC + \alpha , and the converse implication holds as well.
Whereas it is immediately clear that the state finite future \Omega -cost condition implies the input finite future \Omega -cost condition, it is not immediately clear that it implies the uniform input finite future cost condition. The following lemma shows that in the well-posed case this is in fact true. ; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be a well-posed operator node with main operator A, and let \Omega be an open subset of \rho +\infty (A) which contains some right halfplane. If \Sigma satisfies the state finite future cost condition, then \Sigma also satisfies the uniform input finite future \Omega -cost condition.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, the assumption that \Sigma satisfies the state finite future cost condition implies that \Sigma satisfies the state future \Omega -cost condition and therefore the input finite future \Omega -cost condition as well.
Fix any \alpha \geq 0 such that the growth bound of \Sigma is less than \alpha -1 and such that \BbbC 
Since Re(\lambda )/(Re(\lambda ) -\alpha + 1) \leq max\{ 1, \alpha \} for all \lambda \in \BbbC + \alpha , this implies that
where M 1 = max\{ 1, \alpha \} M 0 . From Lemma 6.6 we obtain that \| \cdot \| 2 fut,\Omega is bounded; i.e., there exists a M 2 > 0 such that \| z\| 2 fut,\Omega \leq M 2 \| z\| 2 , z \in \scrX .
In particular,
Combining (6.4) and (6.5) we get (6.2) with M := M 1 M 2 . Thus, the uniform input finite future \Omega -cost condition holds. (i) \Sigma satisfies the uniform input finite future \Omega -cost condition, and \widehat \frakD is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane.
(
Proof. We first show that each of the conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) implies that there exists a minimal nonnegative \Omega -solution of the control Riccati equation. Indeed, according to [9, Theorem 5.9 ] conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) are equivalent if we drop the word``uniform"" and the uniform boundedness condition on \widehat \frakD in (i), drop the uniform boundedness condition on \sansF in (ii), and drop the word``well-posed"" in (iv), and these three equivalent weaker conditions imply that the control Riccati equation has a minimal \Omega -solution. Thus, under all four conditions in the theorem we have a minimal \Omega -solution q of the control Riccati equation.
Let \lambda \in \Omega and u 0 \in \scrU . Substituting \Bigl[
\Bigr] in the control Riccati equation gives
This substitution is allowed since \Bigl[
\bigr] \bigr) and we have that
. We use (6.6) to complete the proof. (i) \Leftarr \Rightar (iii). We recall from Lemma 6.6 that \| \cdot \| 2 fut,\Omega is equal to the minimal nonnegative \Omega -solution of the control Riccati equation. From (6.6) with q[(\lambda -A)
fut,\Omega we see that \sansF is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane if and only if (a) \widehat \frakD is uniformly bounded on the same right half-plane and (b) condition (6.3) holds on the same right half-plane.
(iii) =\Rightar (ii). This is trivial.
(ii) =\Rightar (i). This follows from (6.6) since \| \cdot \| 2 fut,\Omega is the minimal \Omega -solution of the control Riccati equation, and hence \| (\lambda -A)
(iv) =\Rightar (iii). Let (\sansN , \sansM ) be a well-posed normalized weakly coprime right factorization of \widehat \frakD . Since a normalized weakly coprime right factorization is unique up to multiplication by a unitary operator, we obtain using Lemma 5.2 that there exists a U \in \scrB (\scrU ) unitary such that \sansF (\lambda ) - 1 := \sansM (\lambda )U for all \lambda \in \Omega . Since \sansM - 1 is assumed to be uniformly bounded on some right half-plane, it follows that \sansF has the same property.
7. LQ future normalized realizations. In this section we construct a realization with particularly nice properties for a function which has a well-posed right We also note that the definitions of LQ future normalized and LQ future \Omega -normalized are consistent in the sense that a well-posed operator node is LQ future normalized if and only if it is LQ future \Omega -normalized for some (equivalently, for all) open subset \Omega of \rho +\infty (A). This follows from Lemma 6.3 (for equivalence of (ii) and (ii \prime )) and [11, Corollarly 9.6.5] (for equivalence of (i) and (i \prime )).
The following lemma shows uniqueness (up to a unitary similarity transformation in the state space) of LQ future \Omega -normalized realizations of a given transfer function. ; \scrX j , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node with main operator A j . Assume that \rho (A 1 ) \cap \rho (A 2 ) \cap \BbbC + is nonempty, and let \Omega be an open subset of \rho (A 1 )\cap \rho (A 2 )\cap \BbbC + . Further assume that the restrictions of the transfer functions of \Sigma 1 and \Sigma 2 to \Omega are equal. If \Sigma 1 and \Sigma 2 are LQ future \Omega -normalized, then they are unitarily similar (i.e., there exists a unitary U \in \scrB (\scrX 1 , \scrX 2 ) such that
Proof. Let \beta \in \Omega , let j \in \{ 1, 2\} , and consider the (internal) Cayley transform with parameter \beta of \Sigma j (as defined in, e.g., [ (ii) \Sigma is minimal.
(iii) \Sigma is determined uniquely by \varphi , up to a unitary similarity transformation in the state space. (iv) Denote the growth bound of \Sigma by \omega \Sigma . Then max\{ \omega \Sigma , 0\} = max\{ \omega \varphi , 0\} , where \omega \varphi is the growth bound of an arbitrary normalized weakly coprime right \biggr] is a generalized future trajectory of \Sigma ext . We define the system \Sigma = \bigl( S; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) by dropping the second output of \Sigma ext . We will show that this \Sigma has the properties claimed in the theorem. It follows from the above that \Sigma is well-posed with growth bound at most \alpha .
We next show that the system \Sigma constructed above satisfies condition (vi). Since the state and output of a well-posed system are uniquely determined by the initial state and input, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the trajectories of \Sigma and the trajectories of \Sigma ext ; i.e., if 1 (iib)]) , and since the input w giving rise to x 2 is in L 2 (\BbbR + ; \scrU ), it follows that x 2 (t) \rightar 0 as t \rightar \infty . We conclude that x(t) = x 1 (t) + x 2 (t) \rightar 0 as t \rightar \infty . Hence, we obtain that the constructed \Sigma satisfies (vi).
We now prove that \Sigma satisfies condition (ii \prime ) in Definition 7. we obtain for all t \geq 0
Letting t \rightar \infty and using that x(t) \rightar 0 by the above established (vi), we obtain . Therefore, we obtain condition (ii \prime ) in Definition 7.1. We now prove that \Sigma is controllable (this is condition (i \prime ) in Definition 7.1). We have that \Sigma \curvear is controllable (in the sense of [11, Definition 9.1.2]). By [11, Lemma 9.9.2] (where the first input space is taken to be the trivial vector space) we then obtain that \Sigma ext is controllable. Since dropping an output does not affect controllability, it follows that \Sigma is controllable.
According to Definition 7.1, \Sigma is a well-posed LQ future normalized realization of \varphi .
Conversely, suppose that \Sigma is a well-posed LQ future normalized realization of \varphi . We proceed to prove that \varphi has a well-posed right H \infty (\BbbC + )-factorization valid in some right half-plane and that this realization has the additional properties (ii)--(vi). In the remainder of the proof we denote the main operator of \Sigma by A, the control operator by B, the transfer function by \widehat \frakD , and the growth bound of \Sigma by \omega \Sigma . We begin by proving (ii). If
\Bigr] is a generalized future trajectory of \Sigma , then the optimal future cost of x(0) is clearly zero, and from condition (ii \prime ) in Definition 7.1 we then obtain that \| x(0)\| 2 \scrX = 0, so that x = 0. Hence, \Sigma is observable. A well-posed system which is both controllable and observable is minimal.
We next prove that \varphi has a well-posed right H \infty (\BbbC + )-factorization valid in some right half-plane. Let \alpha > max\{ \omega \Sigma , 0\} , and denote \Omega := \BbbC which shows that \Sigma ext is well-posed. The growth bound of \Sigma ext is the same as the growth bound \omega \Sigma of \Sigma (equal to the growth bound of the evolution semigroup of \Sigma ). In particular, this implies that the transfer function \sansF from the input to the second output of \Sigma ext is bounded in \BbbC + \alpha . Since \sansF = \sansM - 1 , this implies that \sansM - 1 is bounded in \BbbC + \alpha . Consequently, the factorization (\sansN , \sansM ) of \widehat \frakD is well-posed, and the growth bound of this factorization is at most \alpha . Since \alpha is an arbitrary number satisfying \alpha > max\{ \omega \Sigma , 0\} , we see that the growth bound of the factorization (\sansN , \sansM ) is at most max\{ \omega \Sigma , 0\} . This proves that \varphi has a well-posed right H \infty (\BbbC + )-factorization valid in some right half-plane (and also proves one-half of (iv)).
We next prove (v). As we noticed above, the transfer function from the input to the second output of \Sigma ext equals \sansF , whose inverse \sansM is well-posed. By [ \curvear has the properties assumed in the first part of this proof; additionally, \Sigma , \Sigma ext , and \Sigma \curvear are related as in that first part of this proof. By [11, Chapter 7] , the operator K\&F is an admissible state feedback for \Sigma with closed-loop system \Sigma \curvear . Since \Sigma \curvear is well-posed and strongly stable, it follows that \Sigma is strongly stabilizable, i.e. that (v) holds.
We note that (iii) follows from Lemma 7.3.
In the first part of the proof we showed that the system \Sigma constructed there satisfes condition (vi). It therefore follows from (iii) that all well-posed LQ future normalized systems \Sigma must satisfy (vi).
The only property left to be established is (iv). All normalized weakly comprime right H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorizations of \varphi are determined uniquely up to the multiplication from the right by an unitary operator, and hence they all have the same growth bound, which we may denote by \omega \varphi . Likewise, all well-posed LQ future normalized realizations \Sigma of \varphi have the same growth bound since they are unitarily similar. We denote this common growth bound by \omega \Sigma . It follows from the construction in the first part of the proof that max\{ \omega \Sigma , 0\} \leq max\{ \omega \varphi , 0\} , and as we saw above, also the converse inequality is true. Thus, max\{ \omega \Sigma , 0\} = max\{ \omega \varphi , 0\} .
The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a LQ future \Omega -normalized operator node to be well-posed (and hence LQ future normalized). Conversely, suppose that conditions (a)--(c) in (ii) hold (where we in (b) fix \Omega to be some open subset of \rho +\infty (A)). Since \widehat \frakD has a well-posed right H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization valid in \Omega , it also has a well-posed normalized weakly right coprime H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization (\sansN , \sansM ) valid in \Omega (cf. the proof of Theorem 7.4). By analytic continuation, \widehat \frakD (\lambda )\sansM (\lambda ) = \sansN (\lambda ) for all \lambda \in \rho +\infty (A), and consequently the factorization \widehat \frakD (\lambda ) = \sansN (\lambda )\sansM (\lambda ) - 1 is valid everywhere in \rho +\infty (A) where \sansM (\lambda ) is invertible. The well-posedness assumption on the factorization means that \sansM (\lambda ) is invertible in some right half-plane, and thus the factorization \widehat \frakD (\lambda ) = \sansN (\lambda )\sansM (\lambda ) - 1 is also valid in some right half-plane \BbbC + \alpha . By Theorem 7.4, \widehat \frakD has a well-posed LQ future normalized realization \Sigma 1 , and by Remark 7.2, \Sigma 1 is also LQ future \BbbC + \alpha -normalized. By Lemma 7.3, \Sigma and \Sigma 1 are unitarily similar. Since \Sigma 1 is well-posed and LQ future normalized, also \Sigma is therefore well-posed and LQ future normalized.
8. Realization theory. By collecting several results from the previous sections, we obtain the following theorem. ; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node with main operator A and transfer function \widehat \frakD . Assume that \rho (A) contains some right half-plane, let
\Omega be an open subset of \rho +\infty (A) which contains some right half-plane, and denote the restriction of \widehat \frakD to \Omega by \varphi . Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) \Sigma satisfies the uniform input finite future \Omega -cost condition, and \varphi is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane. (v) \Leftarr \Rightar (iv) follows from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6 with \Omega replaced by \BbbC + \alpha , where \alpha is taken to be large enough so that \BbbC + \alpha is contained in the resolvent set of the main operator.
(v) =\Rightar (x) follows from Lemma 6.9 and Theorem 6.10 applied to the realization in (v).
Remark 8.2. We note that the equivalence of (v), (vi), (vii), (ix), and (x) in Theorem 8.1 had already been proven by Mikkola in [5] . In [4] he also proved that those conditions are equivalent to some modified version of (iv) involving integral Riccati equations.
9. The past optimal control problem and left factorizations. In this section we consider the past optimal control problem and left factorizations. Several results follow in a relatively straightforward way from previous sections by duality. ; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node with main operator A and observation operator C, and let \Omega be an open subset of \rho (A) \cap \BbbC + . (i) \Sigma satisfies the output coercive past \Omega -cost condition if for every \lambda \in \Omega there exists a constant M > 0 such that
for every x 0 \in \scrX with a finite past \Omega -cost. (ii) \Sigma satisfies the state coercive past \Omega -cost condition if there exists a constant M > 0 such that
for every x 0 \in \scrX with a finite past \Omega -cost.
The following result was never explicitly stated in [9] but follows easily from the results presented there. (i) \Sigma satisfies the state coercive past \Omega -cost condition.
(ii) The quadratic form \| \cdot \| 2 past,\Omega giving the optimal past \Omega -cost is bounded away from zero. Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.6 with [9, Theorem 5.9] replaced by [9, Theorem 6.5] .
The following strengthens the notion of output coercive past \Omega -cost condition. ; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node with main operator A and observation operator C, and let \Omega be an open subset of \rho (A) \cap \BbbC + . \Sigma is said to satisfy the uniform output coercive past \Omega -cost condition if \Sigma satisfies the output coercive past \Omega -cost condition and there constants \alpha \geq 0 and M > 0 such that \BbbC + \alpha \subset \Omega and
Thus, Definition 9.6 imposes an extra uniformity condition in some right halfplane on the constant M in (9.2).
The following lemma is the``uniform"" equivalent of [9, Lemma 6.3] . \bigr] \ast ; \scrX , \scrY , \scrU ) satisfies the uniform input finite future \Omega \ast -cost condition for the same constants \alpha and M , where \Omega \ast := \{ z \in \BbbC : \= z \in \Omega \} .
Proof. First assume that the uniform output coercive past \Omega -cost condition for \Sigma holds, and let \alpha \geq 0 and M > 0 be as in Definition 9.6. By [9 
By the uniform output coercive past \Omega -cost condition for \Sigma we then obtain for \lambda \in \BbbC
which shows that the uniform input finite future \Omega \ast -cost condition for \Sigma \dagger holds. Now assume that the uniform input finite future \Omega \ast -cost condition for \Sigma \dagger holds, and let \alpha \geq 0 and M > 0 be as in Definition 6.7 (applied to \Sigma \dagger ). Let x 0 have finite past \Omega -cost for \Sigma . By [9 
is co-isometric. (ii) \Sigma is minimal. (iii) \Sigma is determined uniquely by \varphi , up to a unitary similarity transformation in the state space. (iv) Denote the growth bound of \Sigma by \omega \Sigma . Then max\{ \omega \Sigma , 0\} = max\{ \omega \varphi , 0\} , where \omega \varphi is the growth bound of an arbitrary normalized weakly coprime left H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization of \varphi . (v) \Sigma is strongly \ast -detectable; i.e., there exists an output injection operator which makes the closed-loop system obtained by output injection strongly co-stable (in the sense that its dual system is strongly stable).
The following follows from Theorem 8.1 and duality using Lemma 9.7. 10. Doubly coprime factorizations. In this section we consider doubly coprime factorizations and as in [9] relate it to an optimal control problem on the whole real axis.
The following are [9, Definition 7.1 and 7.2].
Definition 10.1. Let q and r be two closed symmetric nonnegative sesquilinear forms on the Hilbert space \scrX . Then we say that r dominates q if dom (r) \subset dom (q) and there exists a constant M > 0 such that q[x, x] \leq M r[x, x] for all x \in dom (r). The following result on the past cost dominance condition and duality had not been considered in [9] .
\| z
\dagger \| fut \dagger ,\Omega \ast \leq M \| z \dagger \| past \dagger ,\Omega \ast .
Hence, the past \Omega \ast -cost dominance condition for \Sigma \dagger holds.
The following is the``uniform"" equivalent of [9, Lemma 7.3].
Lemma 10.5. Let \Sigma := \bigl( \bigl[
\bigr]
; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be a well-posed operator node. If \Sigma satisfies the past cost dominance condition, then it satisfies both the uniform input finite future cost condition and the uniform output coercive past cost condition.
Proof. Let \alpha > 0 be such that \BbbC + \alpha \subset \rho (A), and define \Omega := \BbbC + \alpha . By Remarks 6.2, 9.3, and 10.3 we have that the well-posed cost conditions and the corresponding \Omega -cost conditions are equivalent.
From Remark 6.8 we see that in the well-posed case, the past cost dominance condition implies the uniform input finite future cost condition. By Lemma 10.4, the past cost dominance condition for \Sigma with respect to \Omega implies the past cost dominance condition for \Sigma \dagger with respect to \Omega \ast . Hence, using Remark 6.8 again, we obtain the uniform input finite future cost condition for \Sigma \dagger with respect to \Omega \ast . From Lemma 9.7 we then obtain the uniform output coercive past cost condition for \Sigma with respect to \Omega .
The following strengthens [9, Definition 7.4] It is well known that any strongly coprime factorization is weakly coprime in the corresponding sense (right/left) and that a transfer function has a strongly right coprime factorization if and only if it has a strongly left coprime factorization if and only if it has a doubly coprime factorization; see, e.g., [5] .
Lemma 10.7. Let \alpha \geq 0, and define \Omega := \BbbC + \alpha . Let \varphi be an analytic \scrB (\scrU ; \scrY )-valued function which is uniformly bounded on \Omega . Then every strongly coprime right H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization valid in \Omega of \varphi is well-posed.
Proof. We will show that \sansM - 1 \in H \infty (\BbbC + \alpha ; \scrB (\scrU )), which implies well-posedness. For \lambda \in \BbbC + we have by strong coprimeness that \widetil \sansX (\lambda )\sansM (\lambda ) -\widetil \sansY (\lambda )\sansN (\lambda ) = 1 \scrU . Since \sansM (\lambda ) is invertible for \lambda \in \Omega and \varphi (\lambda ) = \sansN (\lambda )\sansM (\lambda ) - 1 for \lambda \in \Omega , we obtain from this that \widetil \sansX (\lambda ) -\widetil \sansY (\lambda )\varphi (\lambda ) = \sansM (\lambda ) - 1 for all \lambda \in \Omega . Since the left-hand side is in H \infty (\BbbC ; \scrX , \scrU , \scrY \bigr) be an operator node with main operator A and transfer function \widehat \frakD . Assume that \rho (A) contains some right half-plane, let \Omega be an open subset of \rho +\infty (A) which contains some right half-plane, and denote the restriction of \widehat \frakD to \Omega by \varphi . Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) \Sigma satisfies the past \Omega -cost dominance condition, and \varphi is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane. (ii) The control Riccati equation for \Sigma has an \Omega -solution q for which the function \sansF in (4.6) is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane, the control Riccati equation for \Sigma \dagger has an \Omega \ast -solution p for which the function \sansF in (4.6) is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane, and q is dominated by the inverse of p.
(iii) The control Riccati equation for \Sigma has an \Omega -solution q and the function \sansF in (4.6) corresponding to the minimal \Omega -solution is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane, the control Riccati equation for \Sigma \dagger has an \Omega \ast -solution p and the function \sansF in (4.6) corresponding to the minimal \Omega -solution is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane, and q is dominated by the inverse of p. (iv) \varphi has a well-posed realization for which the control Riccati equation has a \BbbC + \alpha -solution q for some \alpha \geq 0, the filter Riccati equation has a \BbbC + \beta -solution q for some \beta \geq 0, and q is dominated by the inverse of p. (v) \varphi has a well-posed realization which satisfies the past cost dominance condition. (vi) \varphi has a well-posed realization for which the control Riccati equation has a bounded \Omega -solution and the filter Riccati equation has a bounded \Omega -solution. (vii) \varphi has a well-posed realization which satisfies the state finite future cost condition and the state coercive past cost condition. (viii) \varphi has a well-posed realization which is stabilizable and detectable.
(ix) \varphi has a well-posed realization which is jointly stabilizable and detectable. (x) \varphi has a well-posed doubly coprime H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization valid in \Omega .
Proof. (viii) =\Rightar (vii) follows since stabilizability implies the state finite future cost condition, and (by duality) therefore detectability implies the state coercive past cost condition.
(vii) =\Rightar (vi) follows from Lemma 6.6 applied to both the realization and its dual noting that the state coercive past \Omega -cost condition is equivalent to the state finite future \Omega \ast -cost condition for the dual by [9, Lemma 6.3] . (vi) =\Rightar (v). Since the optimal future \Omega -cost is the minimal \Omega -solution to the control Riccati equation by Lemma 6.6, we have that there exists a M q > 0 such that \| z\| fut,\Omega \leq M q \| z\| for all z \in \scrX . Existence of a bounded \Omega -solution of the filter Riccati equation is equivalent to the state coercive past \Omega -cost condition by Lemma 6.6 applied to the dual system. Hence, there exists a M p > 0 such that M p \| z\| \leq \| z\| past,\Omega for all z \in \scrX , which are the final state of a generalized stable past \Omega -trajectory of \Sigma . It follows that \| z\| fut,\Omega \leq Mq Mp \| z\| past,\Omega for all z \in \scrX , which are the final state of a generalized stable past \Omega -trajectory of \Sigma ; i.e., the past \Omega -cost dominance condition holds. By Remark 10.3, this is equivalent to the past cost dominance condition.
(v) \Leftarr \Rightar (iv) follows from [9, Theorem 7.5] applied to this realization (and Lemma 4.3).
(v) =\Rightar (x). That the past \Omega -cost dominance condition (which by Remark 10.3 is equivalent to the past cost dominance condition) implies the existence of a doubly coprime H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization valid in \Omega follows from [9, Theorem 7.5]. The additional well-posedness assumption on the realization implies through Lemma 10.7 that this factorization is well-posed.
(x) =\Rightar (i). That the existence of a doubly coprime H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization valid in \Omega of the transfer function implies that \Sigma satisfies the past \Omega -cost dominance condition follows from [9, Theorem 7.5] . The additional well-posedness assumption on the factorization implies that \varphi is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane.
(i) =\Rightar (x). That \Sigma satisfying the past \Omega -cost dominance condition implies the existence of a doubly coprime H \infty (\BbbC + ) factorization valid in \Omega of its transfer function follows from [9, Theorem 7.5] . That uniform boundedness of \varphi on some right halfplane implies well-posedness of this factorization follows from Lemma 10.7.
(i) \Leftarr \Rightar (ii) \Leftarr \Rightar (iii). Equivalence of the past \Omega -cost dominance condition with the existence of q and p combined with the dominance of q by the inverse of p fol- We see that condition (vi) from Theorem 10.8 is satisfied, and therefore so are all of the other equivalent conditions mentioned in that theorem. In particular, the transfer function of S has a doubly coprime factorization. The transfer function of S can be calculated to be (see [13] ) \widehat \frakD (\lambda ) = \xi \mapsto \rightar e \lambda (\xi - 1) ,
and, similarly as in [9, section 8], using the above solutions of the Riccati equations we can calculate a normalized strongly coprime right factorization we have that both the finite future cost condition and the state coercive past cost condition are satisfied.
